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Public Health Division 
Oregon Medical Marijuana Program 

 

 Kate Brown, Governor 
 Website: healthoregon.org/ommp 

April 3, 2017 
MEDICAL MARIJUANA INFORMATION BULLETIN 2017-03 
 
Subject:  Notification of New type of 30 day receipt from Patients 
 
The Oregon Medical Marijuana Program (OMMP) has developed a new online application for 
patients to apply for their medical marijuana registration identification card. This new online 
application produces a 30 day receipt that patients may use to enter a dispensary or retail 
shop while they wait for their OMMP card. Due to this option for patients to apply online, there 
will be two different 30 day receipt formats a dispensary or retail shop may accept from 
medical registry cardholder applicants.  
 
The existing 30 day receipt is a watermarked letter on Oregon Health Authority letterhead that 
includes the patient’s name, temporary ID number and the effective and expiration date of the 
30 day receipt. The new 30 day receipt will be generated and able to be printed after a patient 
completes an online application. The online receipt includes the information indicated below. 
Please note these specific areas on the receipt:  
 

1. The applicant’s name. 
2. The effective and expiration date of the 30 day receipt.  
3. A random computer generated Temporary ID that contains a mix 

of letters and numbers. 

The temporary ID can be entered into the “Card Verification” 
found in your online MMD account. If the card is valid the 
system will say “This is a valid Patient Card Id” and if the card 
is expired or deactivated it will say “The entered Patient Card 
Id does not match any known active Patients on record. 
 

4. As another option, the QR or bar code can be scanned instead of 
using the card verification in your MMD account. The same 
messages will be received as when you use your MMD account, 
“This is a valid Patient Card Id” or “The entered Patient Card Id does 
not match any known active Patients on record”. 

The OMMP has the ability to deactivate the temporary card at any time so it is important to 
scan the 30 day receipt each time it is presented. OLCC retail shops must use the temporary 
ID number for reporting the transfer of marijuana items to the patient as proof of no tax for the 
Department of Revenue. Medical Dispensaries must use the temporary ID number to report 
the transfer in the same manner they would a patient registry identification number. 
 
Remember that you will continue to receive both the letter and this new version of the receipt 
as some applicants will apply through the mail and others will begin using the online option.

 


